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In its comments filed thus far in this proceeding,² CESA has emphasized that it plans to work collaboratively with the Commission and parties to this proceeding to expeditiously advance implementation of the energy storage policy recommendations in the “White Paper” published by the Commission on July 9, 2010,³ and enactment of AB 2514 (Skinner)⁴. These


² Comments on Resource Planning Assumptions, filed July 9, 2010; Reply Comments on Resource Planning Assumptions, filed July, 16, 2010; Post-Workshop Comments on Renewable Integration Modeling Methodology, filed September 21, 2010; Reply Comments on Renewable Integration Modeling Methodology, filed October 8, 2010.

³ Electric Energy Storage: An Assessment of Potential Barriers and Opportunities, Commission Policy and Planning Division White Paper, July 9, 2010

⁴ California Statutes, Chapter 469, September 29, 2010.
comments reaffirm CESA’s commitment, and are further informed by the Commission’s issuance of the anticipated proceeding dedicated exclusively to energy storage in December 2010 (“Energy Storage OIR”). In these comments, CESA respectfully reserves its response to the specific post-workshop questions posed in Appendix A to the ALJ’s Ruling at this time; comments very briefly on the Standardized Planning Assumptions contained in Appendix B to the ALJ’s Ruling; and registers its strong disagreement for the record with the very limited mention of energy storage in the draft report attached to the ALJ’s Ruling as Appendix C (“Draft Report”).

CESA defers to others at this time in responding to the questions posed in Appendix A, but reserves to right to respond as appropriate as the proceeding progresses. CESA is on record in this proceeding as opposed to deferring consideration of energy storage until a later phase, and does not repeat that criticism here. However, for the record, CESA must express significant concern with the phrase in the following passage in the Draft Report that CESA emphasizes in italics as it is presently stated:

“Even with improved forecasting, broad balancing, and mechanisms to access flexibility in existing generation, integration of significant amounts of additional variable generation may likely require additional flexibility. Additional recommendations from the wind integration literature focus on increasing the flexibility of the generation that is added. New generation with shorter start-up times, faster ramp rates, and lower minimum generation limits will increase the reliability of systems that have significant wind penetration. Demand response and bulk energy storage (particularly from pumped hydro facilities) are also seen as ways to help manage the increased demand for flexibility, but the overall technical feasibility and economic merit of these resources are much less understood compared to solutions based on improving the conventional power system. [Emphasis added]” (Draft Report, p. 42).

Reference to unattributed sources such as “wind integration literature” can be greatly improved in the final version of the Report by citation to the specific sources alluded to in a very large body of literature that, as presently written, stand as a completely unsupported statement.

---

5 Order Instituting Rulemaking Pursuant to Assembly Bill 2514 to Consider the Adoption of Procurement Targets for Viable and Cost-Effective Energy Storage Systems, issued December 16, 2010.


7 Appendix A states: “In the current ‘Phase 1’ round of integration studies, Step 2 simulates any additional flexibility-providing measures as consisting solely of new simple and/or combined cycle gas turbines. However, it is planned that subsequent phase(s) of integration studies will evaluate other measures for providing flexibility, such as storage, demand response, and enhanced controls on wind and solar generation.” (Appendix A, p. 1). Comments expressing CESA’ contrary view are listed in footnote 2, infra.
As the Commission specifically focuses on storage as a key near-term potential solution to the “additional system flexibility that is needed to integrate significant additional amounts of variable generation”, it will find ample sources of credible third party information supporting energy storage’s technical feasibility and economic merit – including numerous reports published by the California Energy Commission and the California Independent System Operator. CESA is compelled to express this caution for the record at this point, and looks forward to further discussion of this critically important factual proposition in this context and in the Energy Storage OIR.⁸

CESA thanks the Commission for this opportunity to submit these post-workshop comments, and looks forward to continuing a constructive dialogue with parties and the Commission.
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⁸ “By January 21, 2011, parties shall file comments that will identify the facts and issues of laws that they believe to be relevant to this proceeding’s scope as guided by the directions and comments in this OIR and staff’s white paper.” (Energy Storage OIR, p. 5).
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